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New homes between
Stroud and Gloucester
Land south of Whaddon represents a realistic and tangible
development opportunity for both Stroud District and
Gloucester City.
The development potential of the identified land to readily
deliver a well designed mixed-use development within a
landscape setting, on the southern edge of Gloucester, has
been brought to public attention in recent years.
Stroud District Council are now consulting on the suitability
of different sites to deliver their future housing needs.
Land at Whaddon is one of the sites which the Council are
seeking views upon.
Our Delivery Document explains why development of land
at Whaddon can be beneficial to both Stroud District and
Gloucester City.
It sets out how planned, sensitive development proposals
can deliver a genuine option for meeting some of the housing
needs of Stroud District and potentially Gloucester City
too, whilst giving Gloucester City a considerately designed,
southern built edge.

Please note: The extent of land at Whaddon
identified by the Stroud District Council
Issue and Options 2017 Consultation Paper
as G2 is herein comprehensively graphically
illustrated by Taylor Wimpey to fully
demonstrate the land in question.
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A New Community emerging
from its Landscape Setting

The emerging Masterplan Framework sets out the broad
development rationale for a new community at Whaddon.

This will combine high quality homes, attractive employment provision and
community catalysts within a uniquely connected landscape setting.
It comprises three distinct neighbourhoods delivering up to 2,000 dwellings,
set around the site’s existing watercourse at the heart of the development.

Stroud Road Park
& Ride Site
Neighbourhood Core
Primary School
Community Barns
Stroud Road
Business Campus
Safeguarded Rail Halt

Sports
Facility
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What could it deliver?
A new residential community to meet identified housing
needs for Stroud and Gloucester.

To meet local housing need / provide affordable and family housing

2,000 NEW HOMES

Public House / Health Care / Local Retail

COMMUNITY HUB

2 Form Entry Primary School site identified

EDUCATION on-site

Outdoor sport facilities / Children’s play / Allotments and orchards

Accessible GREENSCAPE

“Daniels Valley Park” through the core / Enhanced water and ecological management

A VALLEY

PARK Landscape

A new open space, “Daniels Green,” forms a setting to Whaddon Church and village

Whaddon’s LANDSCAPE

SETTING
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Three new neighbourhoods provide a focus around which
the community can grow around ~

Northern
Neighbourhood

Western
Neighbourhood

Eastern
Neighbourhood

Complementary to Waterwells Business Park

5ha EMPLOYMENT LAND
B1, B2, B8 Business Quarter / Community / Education / Local Retail / Health

On-site

PLACES TO WORK

Local highway enhancements / Safeguarded Rail Halt site

INFRASTRUCTURE Investment
Stroud Road Park & Ride / Waterwells Bus connection / Safeguarded land for rail halt

Permeable PUBLIC

TRANSPORT

4/5 jobs supported per house build / Skills training / Apprentice schemes / Maintenance

CONSTRUCTION JOBS
For local service provision

Payments of COUNCIL
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TAX

Our Vision
Our Vision for the development of land at Whaddon is to create
a new community which is moulded into its landscape setting.

Where . . .
. . SETTLEMENT MEETS FIELD,

. . LAND MEETS WATER,

3a

3b

TRANSITIONAL SETTLEMENT EDGE

INTEGRATION OF DANIELS BROOK

Formation of a transitional settlement
edge to southern Gloucester which
responds to the proximity of the
Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Robinswood Hill.

Integration of the Daniels Brook watercourse,
re-opening of culverted tributaries and
enhanced drainage characteristics lie at the
heart of the site within the newly formed
Daniels Valley Park.
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We believe there are three key strands to achieving our
Vision ~

1
2
3

The establishment of a viable new community using best practice community
design to create a place where people want to live, work, play and stay ~
respecting their neighbourhood and making it their home.

The respectful treatment of the site’s landscape and context to mould a balanced
and sustainable development.

In the landscape ~ the boundaries, intersections and meeting points have unique
characteristics which are locally distinctive ~ especially where settlements meet
fields [3a], land meets water [3b], new homes meet existing ones [3c] and where
individuals meet as a community [3d].

. . NEW HOMES MEET EXISTING ONES,

. . INDIVIDUALS MEET AS A COMMUNITY,

3c

3d

RESPECTFUL SETTING FOR WHADDON

FOCAL USE OF COMMUNITY BARNS

Creation of a respectful setting to the
existing community of Whaddon around
the new Daniels Green open space.

Re-use of existing barns to form the
community hub for the site.
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A Strategic Location
With a location north of the M5 and proximity to Gloucester’s urban
area, this site could form a permanent landscaped settlement edge to
the city.

Gloucester fringe 
Stroud District
boundary

Brockworth

G3

Gloucester City and
Tewkesbury Borough

SEE UPTON ST LEONARDS
SETTLEMENT MAP p53

Cotswolds AONB

Flood zones 2 and 3
Natural environment
constraints (including
key wildlife sites, SSSI,
ancient woodland)
Existing strategy (current
Local Plan):
SEE HARDWICKE
SETTLEMENT MAP p52

Settlement
development limits
Existing growth areas
(site allocations in
current local plan)

G2

Existing employment
areas (key
employment sites)

G1

Growth areas planned
prior to the current
Local Plan (Hunts
Grove and Brockworth)

Hunts Grove

Potential Growth:

G1

Potential broad
locations for housing,
employment and/or
community facilities
SALA sites with some
future potential

G4

Rejected SALA sites
Planned housing
growth (Gloucester
City)

© Crown copyright and database rights 2017 Ordnance Survey 100019682
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Gloucester Fringe sites ~ Stroud District Local Plan Review | Issues and Options 2017
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The Whaddon land lies within Stroud District, between the M5 and
the adjacent boundary of Gloucester City.

The site is defined by the A4173 Stroud Road to the east and immediately west of the
railway line is the ‘Waterwells’ Business Park - a thriving employment area.
THE STROUD DISTRICT ISSUES AND OPTIONS PAPER (2017)
This document identifies ‘Land at Whaddon’ as G2. It is one of a number of locations
within Stroud District which could be considered to deliver part of the District’s
housing needs on the southern edge of Gloucester.
The motorway is a natural limit to expansion of Gloucester’s urban area in this
location. The proximity of the Cotswold AONB (and its escarpment topography)
beyond it, to the south east, means further growth beyond the motorway is likely to
always be limited.

North of the Whaddon site, the topography
of Robinswood Hill has already defined the
settled extent of the Gloucester urban area.
The visibility between this hill and the AONB
escarpment may limit deliverability of other
development further east of area G2, towards
the motorway services.

Robinswood Hill

Whaddon

This would be especially so when also
considering creating a setting for Whaddon
village and the homes closer to Brookthorpe.
In this sense, Stroud Road can be seen as a
logical limit for expansion for the Gloucester
urban area eastwards.

Gloucester
Services
G2

Hunts
Grove
housing

Brookthorpe

The site’s scale and centralised watercourse
would allow the landscape to form a
transition into the urban area, rather than a
‘fill-the-field’ approach to urban extensions.
This, combined with the motorway boundary
and close proximity of the Cotswold AONB,
would make further future growth south of
the M5 less deliverable.

M5

Cotswold
Area of
Outstanding
Natural
Beauty

Existing limiting factors along the southern edge of Gloucester
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A Singular Site
Delivering circa 2000 homes offers a greater efficiency of amenities
and services than just multiple smaller sites.

10
10

Investment is able to be concentrated into core services on site
rather than into fragmented dispersal or monetary contributions.

It is able to set
aside land with
sufficient capacity to
create distinct new
neighbourhoods, with
supporting community
facility provision.

It has the ability to
deliver homes adjacent to
existing employment areas,
and provide additional
employment land alongside
Stroud Road, to enable
more employees to live
nearby and reduce the
pressure for commuting.
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A lack of field boundaries
allows comprehensive
development to make
best use of the land
- forming a generously
landscaped place to
live and a considered
landscape edge to the
southern fringe of
Gloucester.

The location alongside
the railway line could
be used to facilitate a
new, more accessibly
located rail halt as a
sustainable transport
mode to and from the
area.
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A focused location within
the Central Severn Vale
area and suitability for
approximately 2,000
homes means this land
could be delivered as
several distinct phases
and over more than one
Plan Period.

The land has sufficient
capacity to integrate
new services and
facilities to serve both
proposed and existing
residents

The development
will provide water
management and
ecological enhancements
for the Daniels Brook
watercourse and its
tributaries.
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The existing farm
buildings, landscape
patterns and Daniels
Brook watercourse will
allow the development
to create its own
unique sense of place.

A Unique Landscape Setting
The existing and proposed natural environment of the site is the grain
around which the new homes and businesses will grow at Whaddon.

12

Taylor Wimpey are committed to delivering a new community at
Whaddon where existing environments are respected, protected,
integrated and augmented to form a landscape legacy for the future.

WHAT MAKES THE SITE UNIQUE?
A significant part of the place making approach is to be sensitive towards the existing
green infrastructure and add to it through high quality green interventions. To
connect into the existing natural environment is a key design aspiration to encourage
people to engage with their existing and proposed green setting.
COMMUNITIES WITHIN AN EXISTING LANDSCAPE
Assessment of existing trees, watercourses and wildlife habitats allows green and
blue infrastructure to be identified to protect valuable features at the heart of the new
community.

UNDERSTANDING THE DANIELS BROOK FLOOD RISK
Recognising that Daniels Brook has the potential to flood means that areas can be set
aside to accommodate its flood water and ensure new development will not contribute
to downstream flood risk.
ACCESSIBLE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
New communities have to be based around accessible public open spaces for the wellbeing of the population.
In excess of 30 hectares of agricultural farm land will be transformed into publicly
accessible open space at Whaddon.

HEALTHY LIVING
Residents are key to making new communities successful ~ fostering satisfaction,
respect and pride in their neighbourhood.
New communities at Whaddon will benefit from access to greenspaces within 5
minutes waking distance of their homes, promoting mental and physical well being.
Formal recreation and sport is provided for on site, as well as numerous opportunities
for informal relaxation, environmental appreciation and local food production.
Destinations such as schools, local shops and employment can be accessed on foot or
bicycle to promote a shift away from car based travel.

13

A

The Green and Blue Infrastructure will create a natural and
B
C
transitional southern limit to the urban area around Gloucester ~
incorporating a landscape of water courses and meadows, green
corridors and village greens, outdoor sport and woodland copses.

1

4

DANIELS VALLEY PARK ~
The flood water storage of the land will not be
compromised by development as the ‘Daniels
Valley Park’ will protect floodplain capacity. The
scheme’s drainage strategy will look to reduce
flood risk. Management and naturalisation of the
watercourse to slow peak flows will also create a
more diverse and beneficial water channel at the
heart of the community.

WATER MANAGEMENT ~
The watercourse corridors will be enhanced
to allow wildlife habitats to flourish within
the ‘Daniels Valley Park’. Existing culverted
brook tributaries will be opened up to increase
capacity and landscape / ecological value and
improve water management opportunities
upstream of Gloucester.

Additional sustainable surface water storage can
be created for the new development. The design
shows run-off storage basins to reduce the risk of
flooding within the water network.

Swales will intercept rain run-off from roads
/ driveways to provide a water management
network amongst new homes. Increased
wildlife value across the drainage network will
significantly enhance the land’s biodiversity.

INTEGRAL LANDSCAPE ~
Developed areas are interwoven around existing
hedgerows and trees, with new linear features
and tree planting to broaden the ecological
connectivity in the south of the site in particular.

TRANSITIONAL EDGE ~
The land to the southeast of the site is identified
for a range of green uses - orchards, water
management, outdoor sport, allotments and some
remaining as paddocks.

New pocket parks draw the mixed use
development of the western neighbourhood
together around focal community spaces.

Set within this landscape is the Eastern
Neighbourhood which will be leafy, low density
and a distinctly smaller housing hamlet in the
wider development area.

2

5

The Daniels Valley Park provides a verdant and
extensively connected green realm which can be
used by all for recreation, well-being, education
about the natural world and physical exercise.

These landscape uses and the eastern
neighbourhood will create a generous, diffuse and
filtered transitional settlement edge to the City
of Gloucester - re-instating some historic land
uses and positive land management, rather than
a suburban splash of POS and a buffer strip.

3

DANIELS GREEN ~
Daniels Green is a public open space identified on
the elevated field immediately south west of the
existing village. This creates a landscape setting
for the village and protect views to the Church.
Village Greens are characteristic of
Gloucestershire and this creation will form a
community transition between the two areas.
Its elevated position will be perfect for a Sunday
cricket match, after school pic-nics or a Saturday
morning park-run.

Opposite ~ Summary plan of indicative landscape
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strategy for the site

Daniels
Green

Sensitive
naturalisation
to enhance
the existing
watercourse

Character
defining bridges
over the Daniels
Brook and
tributaries

Diffuse
transition
from rural to
urban

Room for
local food
growing
Extensive and

Circa 30

connected

hectares

Green and Blue

dedicated as the

Infrastructure

Daniels Valley
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Park

Three Neighbourhoods
Land at Whaddon is ideally situated to deliver up to 2,000 new homes
hand-in-hand with community infrastructure, education and an
employment campus.
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The scale of the Whaddon site and the amount of land which is
controlled by Taylor Wimpey creates greater opportunities to
deliver on-site amenities and facilities for new residents.

UNDERSTANDING THE CROSS-BOUNDARY LOCATION
Taylor Wimpey appreciate that the Whaddon site will require agreement about crossboundary provision of services between Stroud and Gloucester. This can be achieved
with a commitment to collaborative working and should not be a barrier to delivering
the much needed homes on the right site.
A DOORSTEP EMPLOYMENT LOCATION
The land at Whaddon is advantageously located in close proximity to a major
employment area at Waterwells Business Park. This creates opportunities for
enhanced movement between the new homes and nearby employment destinations
without the need for car usage.
Development of land at Whaddon can also offer an additional Business Campus off
Stroud Road to provide for businesses wishing to locate on this arterial route.
Employment in the community facilities on site will also provide job opportunities
located at the core of the new community.

NEIGHBOURHOOD CORE
The neighbourhood core, created around the site’s retained barn structures, will be the
focus for the resident’s amenities and facilities - forming a hub for the new community.
A Primary School ~ Health Centre ~ Local Retail ~ Community Barns

HOME WORKING
The Community Barns can provide facilities to support home-working in conjunction
with super-fast broadband access and provide a communal space for activities.

PHASED DELIVERY
The scale of the site and its neighbourhoods can allow distinct phases to develop,
allowing the community to grow from multiple centres

17

The retained barns on site will become the community hub at the
heart of the Neighbourhood Core for the site, around which the
three new neighbourhoods are arranged.

1
2
3
4

4

NEIGHBOURHOOD CORE ~
Education plays a critical role within
communities. In a neighbourhood setting,
schools, along with other local services, often
provide the fulcrum for the community. We
believe that the proposed school should be at
the centre of the community, working for the
benefit of and sharing its resources with the
community and provide engaging learning
environments.

THREE NEIGHBOURHOODS ~
The Daniels Valley Park and its eastern
tributary naturally divide the land into three
neighbourhoods.
These will be of differing characteristics responding to each one’s landscape setting
and topography to bring identity and local
distinctiveness to the scheme.

EASTERN NEIGHBOURHOOD ~
This is closest to Stroud Road and will be of
lower density housing, infused with trees,
to form part of the transitional edge to the
settlement.

The proposed school is sited as part of the
western Neighbourhood Core. This is based
around the retained field barn Community
Hub and will include a mix of uses such as
Community Hall, Health Care and Local Retail.

NORTHERN NEIGHBOURHOOD ~
This would be of a medium density, formed on
gentle slopes between the Daniels Valley Park
and Daniels Green.

STROUD ROAD BUSINESS CAMPUS ~
This location provides for five hectares
of business use land, for principally B1 /
B2 occupiers, close to Stroud Road and the
proposed Park & Ride site.

5

This will provide a business opportunity on the
eastern side of Gloucester and has potential
to target rural businesses wishing to re-locate
locally but not move into Gloucester.

WESTERN NEIGHBOURHOOD ~
this would be of a higher density and formed
around the mixed use core and alongside
Waterwells and the safeguardede rail halt site.

Summary plan of indicative land use strategy for the site
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The proposal to create three new neighbourhoods will reflect the socially cohesive
characteristics of settlements. People should have a strong sense of being
connected as a community with safe and vibrant streets, cared for open spaces
and high quality housing. The ethos behind the project is to celebrate the meeting
places between . . . the people, community, landscape and homes.

Informal planted public realm

Medium Density

Informal village character

Forms setting for Whaddon

Formally planted public realm

NORTHERN NEIGHBOURHOOD

Higher Density

Regular, orthogonal rhythm

Urban forms,

WESTERN NEIGHBOURHOOD

Images of precedent character

TAYLOR WIMPEY ~ ‘PROJECT 2020’
In a constantly evolving world that is becoming
more and more driven by technology and innovation,
Taylow Wimpey, as a sustainable company, have
a responsibility to look at the future trends and
advances in our industry so that we can future-proof
our business of delivering new homes in the UK.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Project 2020’ has sought to explore and evaluate
trends, changes and innovations in design,
architecture, technology, materials and build
methodology.

Homeowner flexibility and adaptability,
Customisation
Cost efficiency,
Levels of natural light
Use of space:
Compliance with emerging technical standards
Fabric first approach,
Flexibility in build methodology,
Responsiveness to future energy requirements
Implementation of ‘smart homes’ technology

Today, the house types are being prototyped and
trialed in readiness for construction on Taylor
Wimpey’s significant sites in particular, such as
land at Whaddon

An architectural competetion in 2016 resulted in
winning contemporary housing prototypes designed
to offer increased ~
20

Allotment and Orchard setting

Irregular leafy public realm

Lowest Density

Dispersed village character

EASTERN NEIGHBOURHOOD
COMMUNITY HUB

Taylor Wimpey ‘Project 2020’ visuals
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Site Connectivity
Locally accessible jobs and amenities, with early investment in carfree travel networks, will aim to encourage residents to use sustainable
transport means and provide real alternatives to car dependency.
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The land at Whaddon is highly accessible to employment at
Waterwells in its immediate vicinity and to Gloucester City
Centre in its local travel zone.

MOVING AWAY FROM RELIANCE ON PRIVATE CARS
The future for strategic housing delivery is to seek ‘modal transport shift’ - encouraging
home owners to use rail transport, bus travel, car share, cycling and walking instead of
dependence on individual private cars. Development at Whaddon is ideally sited to help
promote sustainable travel means here at the edge of Gloucester.
STROUD ROAD PARK AND RIDE SCHEME
A site for a Park and Ride facility is proposed alongside Stroud Road. With a capacity of
around 400 spaces, this facility would be part of the strategic travel network for the wider
area and offer commuters an alternative means of travel into Gloucester city. It will also
offer a dedicated bus service from the new community into the city centre.
NAAS LANE CHANGES
It is proposed that Naas Lane under the railway is closed to private vehicles, and an
attractive bus, walking and cycling link is created instead. A Shuttle Bus service would
be able to operate in a loop between the Whaddon site and Waterwells via this.
CHANGING THE TRENDS FOR COMMUNITY MOBILITY
With a site of this scale, measures can be introduced to influence travel behaviour from
the outset ~ to reduce the need for travel and encourage sustainable modes of travel in
preference to private vehicle use ~

•

•

Super-fast broadband enables home working and travel outside of peak hours,

•

A network of attractive foot and cyclepaths encourages their use for short trips,

Access to public transport real-time information in the home increases attractiveness,
•

Access to car-share and car-clubs as an alternative to private car ownership,
•

Access to electric car charging points across the site.
SAFEGUARDED RAIL HALT LOCATION

The proximity of the site to the railway line offers a significant opportunity for the
development to be served by a new rail halt which would connect the site with the key
employment areas of Gloucester, Bristol and Birmingham. It would also have significant
benefits for the wider locality and Waterwells employment area.
As such, land has been shown safeguarded for a new rail halt but will be subject to
further liaison with relevant stakeholders, including GCC and Network Rail.
23

The site’s access network builds upon the existing hierarchy of
connections and creates new linkages to destinations.

Robinswood
Hill

Gloucester City
boundary

Stroud
District
boundary

Whaddon
G2

2

1

Wider context connectivity

BUS SERVICES ~
A new Park & Ride site is proposed off
Stroud Road to offer a direct, designated bus
connection between here and Gloucester city
centre. This would serve existing commuters
on Stroud Road and also commuters within
the site. Improvements for bus priority at St
Barnabas roundabout would also be proposed.

SAFEGUARDED RAIL HALT ~
A rail halt at the Whaddon site is well positioned
for accessibility to a wider catchment and is
level with the track. A site for an alternative rail
halt can be safeguarded at Whaddon to offer a
more attractive location for both residential and
business user commuting.

Local service buses are able to loop within the
site and / or utilise the prioritised Naas Lane
underpass to connect to the A38. This will
allow for the vast majority of dwellings to be
within 400m of a bus stop and will increase
bus permeability options south of Gloucester.

24

The Waterwells shuttle bus is able to utilise
the road loops within the site to maximise its
accessibility for new residents.

Local service

Park & RIde

bus routes

site served by

extended to run

designated bus

around site

service into
Gloucester

Hopper
Bus stop at
safeguarded
rail halt site

Underpass
restricted to
buses, cycles

0m

40

and pedestrians
only

Hopper Bus

Proposed bus

Existing

Route between

stops to be

Number 63 bus

Waterwells and

within 400m of

route along

around the Site

most homes

Stroud Road

Summary plan of indicative bus route and rail strategy for the site
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Potential for
connection to
Grange Road

New northern
vehicle access
from Stroud

Road loop

Road

through site
bridges over
Daniels Brook

New southern
vehicle access
from Stroud
Road

Underpass
restricted to

Naas Lane

buses, cycles

connects into site

and pedestrians

due to underpass

only

changes

Summary plan of indicative vehicle access strategy for the site

3

HIGHWAY PERMEABILITY ~
Land at Whaddon can potentially be served by
three new access points off the existing network:
• Two from Stroud Road to the east; and
• A connection to Naas Lane to the south

4

MANAGING TRAFFIC ~
The creation of 2 vehicle junctions from the site
will provide the opportunity to develop separate
phased access points.

The connectivity of the routes within the site will
allow traffic to disperse from it, with a variety of
directions of travel possible in the wide network.

The connection with Naas Lane would be in
conjunction with the closure of the railway
underpass to general traffic. Naas Lane would
effectively be re-directed into the Whaddon site,
with only buses, cycles and pedestrians able to
continue onto Waterwells Drive.

The masterplan aims to encourage the
construction of a high quality, safe development
environment where motor vehicles do not
predominate. This includes providing streets
that cater for pedestrians and cyclists not just
cars.
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Existing Public
Rights of Way
retained and
Proposed

integrated

pedestrian
routes
m

00

16

0m

40

0m

20

Underpass

Proposed

restricted to

cycle /

buses, cycles

pedestrian

and pedestrians

routes

only

Summary plan of indicative pedestrian and cycle route strategy for the site

5

6

PEDESTRIAN & CYCLISTS NETWORK ~
Existing Rights of Way, including the Glevum
Way, are integral to the development alongside
new footpaths and cycle paths. These are
threaded through the green corridors to provide
a pleasant and safe environment to navigate the
neighbourhoods to reach destinations on site and
in the wider community.

DISTINCTIVE BRIDGES ~
There are also at least four crossing
opportunities over the Daniels Brook. Existing
footpath links already have utilitarian
structures which will need to be replaced and,
alongside new road linkages, these could create
opportunities for more notable structures and
distinctive landmarks for the scheme.

The linkage to Waterwells would be via the
prioritised commuter route for foot or cycle. The
closure of the existing level crossing would be
explored to increase safety.
Cycling improvements into Gloucester City
Centre will be promoted to encourage residents
to cycle the short distance instead of car use.
27

Site Analysis
The land has relatively few physical features which
might otherwise impede development.
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The land’s opportunities, constraints and context considerations
have been recorded to inform an emerging Masterplan
Framework for a comprehensively structured development.

WIDER CONTEXT
There are features within the wider locality which will have an influence on the
development of Land at Whaddon. Robinswood Hill Country Park and the hamlet of
Whaddon are located to the northeast and the Cotswold AONB escarpment rises in the
east/south beyond the M5 / Brookthorpe village.
The proximity of these requires a landscape setting to the land on its eastern side to
soften views from these features ~ this can be accommodated within the development.

LAND AT WHADDON
The land in question comprises agricultural land with few sub-dividing hedgerows. It is
bound by the M5 and Naas Lane to the south, the railway line to the west, Stroud Road
(the A4173) to the east and a recently consented residential development site lies to the
north. This development is within the Gloucester City administrative area.

TECHNICAL APPRAISALS
Studies by consultants have been carried out to provide advice on several specific
technical areas ~ flood risk, highways, landscape / heritage, utilities and ecology.
Summaries of the key findings and recommendations are to be found on the following
pages.
The Framework Plan prepared to date has been drafted using the advice from the
consultant team.
It is possible to meet the technical recommendations regarding flood risk in particular
and create a development site for circa 2,000 homes without insurmountable tracts of
land being given over to flood plain which might, on other sites, otherwise form a barrier
to a community’s cohesiveness.
Existing Public Rights of Way, including the Glevum Way can be integrated into the new
community patterns. Lost field boundaries and trackways can become guides for new
divisions and pathways within the site to form a development at home in its landscape.
The gently undulating topography offers little limitation to deliverability and its
southerly aspect offers good passive solar gain potential.
It is possible to position new development which respects existing housing clusters along
Stroud Road and Naas Lane
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NOISE ~
The railway line and M5 motorway are
discernible noise sources near to the site.
•2 Noise attenuation can be provided next to the
railway line and M5 to ensure noise impact is
not detrimental to development of the land.

UTILITIES ~
The land is crossed by two public water mains
which connect from a Severn Trent built
pumping station on Stroud Road.
•1 The water main easements running across
the site are readily integrated in the site.

FLOOD RISK & DRAINAGE ~
The site is crossed by and drains to the Daniels
Brook. There are also two culverted watercourses.

flood risk. The EA have therefore recommended
the following to reduce downstream flood risk:
• Additional upstream storage,
• Existing channel realignment to make more
sinuous; and
• Re-profiling to create a multi-stage channel.
Channel realignment / re-profiling would also:
• Enable accurate modelling and redefinition of
a reduced surface water flooding extents from
Daniels Brook; and
• Offer opportunities for enhancements to the
existing watercourse which has low ecological
value at present, but could be improved to
provide landscape amenity / habitat benefits.
The EA would also expect:
• The opening up of the culverted watercourses
to reduce chance of blockages in the future.
• Sustainable drainage storage measures to be
used to attenuate surface water drainage for
new development. This will include storage
basins and swales across the area.

The published Environment Agency flood map
shows surface water flooding (Flood Zones 3 & 2)
associated with the brook. However the EA have
confirmed this is broad scale mapping, and not
based on detailed site modelling. The EA indicated
flood zone extends across just 7% of the site.
•3 The Framework Plan can show all
development to be outside of the flood zone 2
or 3 to demonstrate the developability of the
site. This is without accounting for any redefining of the Brook’s channel or downstream
drainage betterment measures (see opposite).
It is known that the residential areas downstream
in Gloucester have experienced flooding. EA
discussions have revealed that they would expect
any proposals at Whaddon to demonstrate that
they provide a net “betterment” to downstream

4

The Framework land features rising contours
towards Whaddon and its southern extremities.
•6 Development can be structured to place
landscape areas on the elevated contours,
or to create landmark buildings in suitable
prominent locations.

LANDSCAPE & HERITAGE ~
The hamlet of Whaddon includes two listed
buildings, including the Church of St Margaret
(II*) and to the west is an elevated open field.
•4 New development can be sited to afford a
landscape setting to Whaddon, enabling
visibility to the church both from the A4173
and within the scheme and allowing views
from the upper fields outwards.

The land at Whaddon includes a historic barn
cluster and has, in the past, been sub-divided by
hedgerows and pathways long gone today.
•7 Development could re-purpose the barns
for mixed uses and look to re-instate lost
hedgerow alignments and connections, with
new tree planting and commons to reflect
and reinstate a landscape character from the
locality.

The land is not within the Cotswold AONB but
is near to it in the south east. The land has the
backdrop of Gloucester City behind it.
•5 Development can be concentrated towards the
western edge, allowing greater open space and
a more fragmented, diffuse development edge
towards the AONB.
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Summary Plan of technical considerations

ECOLOGY ~
The land at Whaddon is relatively bare of existing
vegetation due to its intensively farmed nature.
However, the intact hedgerows which do exist are
mostly species rich and two in the south of the
land are classified as being ‘Important’ under the
Hedgerow Regulations.
•8 Development will seek to retain these features
and enhance with new connections
The existing watercourse has some ecological
value and habitat suitable for Great Crested
Newts is present near Whaddon.
•9 The watercourses have significant scope for
habitat enhancement and increased vegetation
cover and culverted streams can be opened up
and naturalised for diversity.

Bat roosts, migration routes and badger setts are
also present. A UK BAP Habitat remnant orchard
also exists in the south east of the land.
•10 Due to the scale of the site, features of ecological
value (flora and fauna) are able to be retained
and enhanced alongside new landscape features
to ensure habitat connectivity across of the area.
ACCESS ~
•11 Primary highway access is possible from Stroud
Road.
12
• Closure of the existing pedestrian level crossing
at Naas Lane would be welcomed by Network
Rail.
•13 The railway underbridge may be used for
priority bus connections.
• Connection to Grange Road is an opportunity
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